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    SPARK PLUG
      -"Change is the end result of true learning"- Leo Buscag

  As the new year commences the mode of

learning has finally taken some shift that

brought back the good old "back to school"

traditions. Every child's dream is to come to

school, share their vacation stories, lunch chat

with their fellow classmates and the teacher.

After the arrival of the students to the school,

the classrooms are enlightened and filled with

their laughter. Children enthusiastically

participated in various activities in order to

cherish the Republic Day. Reading books is one

of the underrated leisure activities that gives

both pleasure and knowledge. To reiterate the

habit, Globeducate came up with an idea of

reading at your favourite corner or place of

their choice, of course with a favourite book of

their choice. Students participated in this

reading activity with exuberance and it was a

lovely segment to rejoice it. 
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“Learning is a process where knowledge is presented to us, then shaped through
understanding, discussion and reflection.” 

- Paule Freire

 

Learning Curve

 To stand with the quote, reflections
enhance the process of learning. We
encourage and support reflective young
learners and learning. The learning
engagements are planned to provide scope
for students to reflect their learning.

‘How the world works’, was an inquiry where
children explored a lot on lifecycle of living
organisms which gave an in depth
understanding on the stages of life they
undergo. To support students learning
process, they were motivated to initiate an
action that reflects on their understanding.
Few students were very much excited to use
models to hold a discussion with their peers.
These kinds of discussion helped students to
stay on track, focused and also minimal
scaffolding to allow for exploration. In order
to promote reflection and action in response
to learning it is important that conference
with students after a unit and discuss their
learning.

Students made use of this
wonderful opportunity by
exhibiting their research skills.
They reflected whatever they
have learnt throughout the
inquiry. This kept them focused
on learning goals and they were
also able to make their own action
plan for the inquiry. It is
important to establish, engage
and maintain collaborative
relationships that support the
wellbeing of the learning. This by
reaching out students to gain
better understanding about the
concepts to explore the ideas in-
depth knowledge. Students were
able to understand and express
ideas and information
confidently. Students proved the
authenticity of the beautiful
quote, “Learning is a process
where knowledge is presented to
us, then shaped through
understanding, discussion and
reflection.”
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Parent Chronicles

Grade 1

   Transitions are always hard for kids especially when they haveTransitions are always hard for kids especially when they haveTransitions are always hard for kids especially when they have
not hard any exposure to Indian schools and systems. As anot hard any exposure to Indian schools and systems. As anot hard any exposure to Indian schools and systems. As a
family we had decided to make the move to India but werefamily we had decided to make the move to India but werefamily we had decided to make the move to India but were
worried about how my boys would react especially my youngerworried about how my boys would react especially my youngerworried about how my boys would react especially my younger
son who is in 1st grade as he didn't know even to talk Tamil.son who is in 1st grade as he didn't know even to talk Tamil.son who is in 1st grade as he didn't know even to talk Tamil.
Fingers crossed v made the move and landed in TIPS. IFingers crossed v made the move and landed in TIPS. IFingers crossed v made the move and landed in TIPS. I
personally feel it was a great decision as from day one my sonpersonally feel it was a great decision as from day one my sonpersonally feel it was a great decision as from day one my son
was made to feel so welcome and comfortable and the teacherwas made to feel so welcome and comfortable and the teacherwas made to feel so welcome and comfortable and the teacher
understood the positives and negatives of the child and wasunderstood the positives and negatives of the child and wasunderstood the positives and negatives of the child and was
able to guide him and encourage him and chide him whenable to guide him and encourage him and chide him whenable to guide him and encourage him and chide him when
needed.needed.needed.   
Julian, my son, did not know how to read and could not writeJulian, my son, did not know how to read and could not writeJulian, my son, did not know how to read and could not write
words when he joined school and I remember requesting themwords when he joined school and I remember requesting themwords when he joined school and I remember requesting them
to admit him in upper kindergarten but the teacher said restto admit him in upper kindergarten but the teacher said restto admit him in upper kindergarten but the teacher said rest
your worries, I will handle it and she definitely did. Todayyour worries, I will handle it and she definitely did. Todayyour worries, I will handle it and she definitely did. Today
Julian can read and write even paragraph . The teacher and heJulian can read and write even paragraph . The teacher and heJulian can read and write even paragraph . The teacher and he
have developed such a strong and beautiful bond that it ishave developed such a strong and beautiful bond that it ishave developed such a strong and beautiful bond that it is
amazing to see it bloom and yield results.amazing to see it bloom and yield results.amazing to see it bloom and yield results.      The curriculum hasThe curriculum hasThe curriculum has
been amazing and helps my son to think out of the box and itbeen amazing and helps my son to think out of the box and itbeen amazing and helps my son to think out of the box and it
also triggers his curiosity. I have witnessed this in Americanalso triggers his curiosity. I have witnessed this in Americanalso triggers his curiosity. I have witnessed this in American
schools where my sons studied and I taught and it wasschools where my sons studied and I taught and it wasschools where my sons studied and I taught and it was
gratifying to see it happen in India. Now we are happy we madegratifying to see it happen in India. Now we are happy we madegratifying to see it happen in India. Now we are happy we made
the move and TIPS has athe move and TIPS has athe move and TIPS has a         huge role in making us happy.huge role in making us happy.huge role in making us happy.
Thanks to the teachers and the management.Thanks to the teachers and the management.Thanks to the teachers and the management.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 -Parent of Julian-Parent of Julian-Parent of Julian   

The details I have heard about Indian public school has
always impressed me immensely. So it was a natural
process that Krisha joined the school of my choice.
Though online class was the only option under the
circumstances I found my child coping very well with
the curriculum with the help of her understanding
teachers. Be it Math, UOI, English, ICT or the Languages.
Krisha took up each subject in her stride. I was
pleasantly surprised with the IB syllabus that Krisha
had opted for. It is a totally different field of education
that aims to get the child to think independently. Rote
learning is no where in the picture. The teacher insists
that each child understands the concept they are
learning . So much so that I find Krisha reading books on
her own and giving Math answers off the cuff. Krisha
continuous to brave the challenges the school
continuously throws up everyday. Needless to say I am
happy I found such a school and hope and pray Krisha
has a bright future here.

-Parent of krisha



Unlocking Minds

Across
1. a person who makes things

 to sell (8)
3. the desire to buy

goods/services at any price (6)
8. trading one thing for

another without using money (6)
9. work done for people (8)

10. the amount of goods
available to be sold (6)

Answers : 1. Producer 2. Consumer 3. Demand 4. Economy 5. Goods 6. Wants 7. Needs 8. Barter 9. Services 10. supply
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Down
2. a person who buys things

(8)
4. a system of making and

trading things of value (7)
5. things people produce to

sell (5)
6. things people would like to

have (5)
7. things people should have

to live (5)



Health & Beyond

    The young minds of 4D really surprised us

on the ‘World Cancer Day’. They collectively

participated in a ‘Research and Discussion’

session where they mindfully discussed the

importance of the general public knowing

‘Preventative Measures for Cancer’. And

just when we were appreciating their

effort, these creative students took things

one step ahead and crafted a purple ribbon

and wore it in support of bringing more light

towards cancer and people with cancer. To

top this all off, they educated us about the

medical advances made in the field of

cancer and how far healthy habits come

along in preventing cancer.  Our kids are

exhibiting a sense of responsibility as global

citizens .
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 Students reflected their knowledge &
understanding of the inquiry topic: Mixing
Matter, where they inquired  on
‘Chemistry in our daily life’ & wonderfully
connected this to the chemical reactions
in our body. Furthermore, they creatively
planned out a "Baking Day" activity where
kids  tried cooking and baking an health
recipe showing healthy atoms,  mixtures
and solutions and connecting it to the
math concept ‘measurement’ showing the
right proportions to bake a healthy snack.
Kids enjoyed  it as much as they did.

Health & Beyond
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Budding Influencer
“Refuse what you do not need; Reduce what you do need; Reuse what
you consume; Recycle what you cannot refuse, reduce or reuse and rot

the rest”. 
– Bea Johnson

 

       Proper Management of waste is important for building sustainable and livable cities, but it

remains a challenge for many developing countries and cities.

 Our Children of Grade 2 spoke with the garbage collecting people and came to know about the

waste segregation and disposal process. With the help of that knowledge, they emerged to

segregate the waste as E-waste, paper waste, plastic waste, and food waste. They also took an

initiative to reuse the paper waste and endeavored to reduce it.

 Our children are also striving hard to follow the waste hierarchy which refers to 3R’s (Reduce,

Reuse and Recycle)                                                                                                                                      
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Pot Pourri

The World Pulse Day
“Good food is the foundation of genuine happiness”.

-Auguste Escoffier

The World Pulses Day falls on February 10

every year and recognized Pulses as a

global food. Our students of Grade V in TIPS

make efforts in explaining the importance of

Pulses in sustainable food production. It is

the celebration of the pulses to sustainable

food systems, healthy growth, and

environmental benefits. Students enjoyed

celebrating “The World Pulses Day” by

bringing the pulses that were available at

home and showing them in the virtual

classroom.  
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Pot Pourri

The World Pulse Day

     They explained about the benefits of pulses that provide protein,
complex carbohydrates, and several vitamins and minerals. Like
other plant-based foods, they contain no cholesterol and little fat
or sodium. Pulses also provide iron, magnesium, phosphorus, zinc
and other minerals, which play a variety of roles in maintaining
good health.
    Students promote awareness about the nutritional advantages of
pulses and their roles in making healthy food via virtual classroom.
The active participation of our students towards this event was
commendable.
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Candid Memories
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Candid Memories
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Look out notice


